Documentation Project

Welcome to the ONAP documentation project page

Project description:
- Support in producing documentation for ONAP releases
- Define guidelines and tooling for documentation handling across all ONAP projects
- Include any architecture diagrams or specifications, reference to ONAP requirements list

Project Meetings
Meeting Calendar (at lists.onap.org)

Release Planning
Approved Project Proposal

Work in Progress
- DOC Procedures (WIP)
- DOC Task List
- DOC Committee documentation review checklist
- DOC Challenges and Proposals
- Style guide (DRAFT)
- Committed Promotion for doc: Cédric Ollivier
- Increased transparency on software modules included in an ONAP release
- Istanbul Documentation: Lessons Learned

Completed
- 2017-09-19 Documentation Tutorial
- Architecture Navigator (ArchNav)
- Comparison and Recommendation of Document Tool Chain
- Release Candidate Milestone Checklist - Documentation Project
- Style Guide
- How to Create Release Change Controlled Documentation

Tasks
Task report
Looking good, no incomplete tasks.

Agenda & Notes Archive
- 2021-09-02 Doc project meeting
- 2021-08-19 Doc project meeting
- 2021-08-05 Doc project meeting
- 2021-07-29 Doc project meeting
- 2021-07-22 Doc project meeting
- 2021-07-15 Doc project meeting
- 2021-07-08 Doc project meeting
- 2021-06-17 Doc project meeting
- 2021-05-06 Doc project meeting
- 2021-04-29 Doc project meeting
- 2021-04-22 Doc project meeting
- 2021-04-15 Doc project meeting
- 2021-04-08 Doc project meeting
- 2021-04-01 Doc project meeting
- 2021-03-25 Doc project meeting